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halo combat evolved wikipedia - halo combat evolved is a first person shooter video game developed by bungie and
published by microsoft game studios it was released as a launch title for microsoft s xbox video game console on november
15 2001 microsoft released versions of the game for microsoft windows and mac os x in 2003, arbiter halo alpha fandom
powered by wikia - the title of arbiter was meant for the pinnacle of the sangheili a master of the battle field who would lead
all the clans it became the highest possible honor bestowed upon a covenant sangheili by the hierarchs during a time of
great need it was the greatest religious rank of the sangheili, mgalekgolo halo alpha fandom powered by wikia mgalekgolo ophis congregatio meaning serpent union more commonly known as hunters are a unique gestalt of smaller
creatures known as lekgolo which are orange worm like creatures lekgolo were known to group together and form a
mgalekgolo for protection during combat due to the form s, mans io instruction manuals and user guides - biokleen bac
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